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Inhibitors of human immunode®ciency virus (HIV) reverse transcriptase
(RT) are widely used in the treatment of HIV infection. Loviride (an aAPA derivative) and HBY 097 (a quinoxaline derivative) are two potent
non-nucleoside RT inhibitors (NNRTIs) that have been used in human
clinical trials. A major problem for existing anti-retroviral therapy is the
emergence of drug-resistant mutants with reduced susceptibility to the
inhibitors. Amino acid residue 103 in the p66 subunit of HIV-1 RT is
located near a putative entrance to a hydrophobic pocket that binds
NNRTIs. Substitution of asparagine for lysine at position 103 of HIV-1
RT is associated with the development of resistance to NNRTIs; this
mutation contributes to clinical failure of treatments employing NNRTIs.
We have determined the structures of the unliganded form of the
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT and in complexes with loviride and HBY
097. The structures of wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT in
complexes with NNRTIs are quite similar overall as well as in the vicinity of the bound NNRTIs. Comparison of unliganded wild-type and
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT structures reveals a network of hydrogen
bonds in the Lys103Asn mutant that is not present in the wild-type
enzyme. Hydrogen bonds in the unliganded Lys103Asn mutant but not
in wild-type HIV-1 RT are observed between (1) the side-chains of
Asn103 and Tyr188 and (2) well-ordered water molecules in the pocket
and nearby pocket residues. The structural differences between unliganded wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT may correspond to
stabilization of the closed-pocket form of the enzyme, which could interfere with the ability of inhibitors to bind to the enzyme. These results are
consistent with kinetic data indicating that NNRTIs bind more slowly to
Lys103Asn mutant than to wild-type HIV-1 RT. This novel drug-resistance mechanism explains the broad cross-resistance of Lys103Asn mutant
HIV-1 RT to different classes of NNRTIs. Design of NNRTIs that make
favorable interactions with the Asn103 side-chain should be relatively
effective against the Lys103Asn drug-resistant mutant.
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Introduction
Acquired immunode®ciency syndrome (AIDS), a
disease of epidemic proportions, is caused by the
human immunode®ciency virus (HIV). More than
33 million people are currently infected with HIV,
which is a retrovirus. HIV reverse transcriptase
(RT) is an essential enzyme that carries out the synthesis of the double-stranded DNA from the
single-stranded RNA genome. HIV RT is an asymmetric heterodimer consisting of a p66 subunit and
a p51 subunit. Two types of RT inhibitors, nucleoside inhibitors (NRTIs) and non-nucleoside inhibitors (NNRTIs), are among the drugs most widely
used for the treatment of AIDS. The ef®cacy of
these highly potent inhibitors is limited by drugresistant mutants that emerge under drug selection
pressure. NRTIs bind to the normal dNTP substrate-binding site and inhibit HIV replication by
terminating DNA chain elongation. NNRTIs bind
to a hydrophobic pocket in the p66 subunit near
the polymerase active site, and inhibit the chemical
step of polymerization.
Most NNRTIs select for multiple mutations in or
near the NNRTI-binding pocket (NNIBP) of HIV-1
RT in in vitro experiments, including Lys103,
Tyr181, and Tyr188. The Lys103Asn mutation is
selected both in vitro and in vivo by numerous
NNRTIs and is commonly seen in patients receiving NNRTI therapy.1 ± 7 HIV-1 RT containing the
Lys103Asn mutation is ten- to 100-fold resistant to
most NNRTIs, including nevirapine, a-APA,
BHAP, and TIBO. HBY 097 and loviride (also
known as a-APA R90385) are potent NNRTIs that
have been tested in human clinical trials.8 ± 12
The structure of HIV-1 RT has been studied
extensively, providing signi®cant insights into the
mechanisms of polymerization, inhibition, and
drug-resistance. Among numerous crystal structures of HIV-1 RT are: (1) HIV-1 RT complexed
with double-stranded DNA template-primers both
in the presence13 and in the absence of a bound
dNTP substrate;14,15 (2) HIV-1 RT complexed with
NNRTIs;16 ± 26 (3) HIV-1 RT with no bound
ligands;27 ± 29 and (4) HIV-1 RT mutants resistant to
NNRTIs16,}22 and NRTIs.30,31
In all the reported structures of RT/NNRTI complexes, the inhibitor binds to HIV-1 RT in a hydrophobic pocket (called the non-nucleoside inhibitor
binding pocket or NNIBP) located between the b6b10-b9 and b12-b13-b14 sheets of the p66 subunit.
A small portion of the pocket is formed by residues
from the p51 subunit; there is no separate second
pocket in p51. No NNIBP exists in unliganded
HIV-1 RT structures; its formation requires
rearrangement of local structural elements that
comprise the pocket. Amino acid residues where
mutations confer resistance to NNRTIs, such as
Lys103, Tyr181, and Tyr188, are clustered around
the binding pocket and are located relatively close
to the bound inhibitors. Mutations can affect
inhibitor binding by: (1) loss of important contacts
between protein and inhibitor; (2) reduction in the
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size of the binding pocket or modi®cation of
pocket shape, and (3) interference with inhibitor
entry into the binding pocket. The structures of
Tyr181Cys and Tyr188Leu mutant HIV-1 RT in
complexes with 8-Cl-TIBO16 and HBY 097,22
respectively, have been reported. Both Tyr181 and
Tyr188 are located within the NNIBP and have
extensive interactions with many NNRTIs. Loss of
contacts between the bound inhibitor and mutated
amino acid residues appeared to be the primary
cause of resistance for these two mutant HIV-1
RTs. In both of those studies, the conformation of
the inhibitors was altered in the mutant complexes,
apparently to compensate for the loss of interactions caused by the mutation(s).
Lys103 is involved in the formation of the
NNIBP. Residue 103 is located at the outer rim of
the NNIBP and in the vicinity of an entrance to the
pocket.17 Although there are a number of structures of HIV-1 RT/NNRTI complexes, Lys103 has
direct interactions with only one inhibitor, delavirdine (a BHAP derivative). The relatively large delavirdine molecule is only partially contained within
the NNIBP; a portion of the inhibitor protrudes
from the pocket.19 Possible effects of Lys103Asn
mutation include altering the properties of the
NNIBP, and affecting inhibitor entry into the pocket. This could explain the broad spectrum of crossresistance seen with the NNRTIs. A proposed
effect of the Lys103Asn mutation was to introduce
a hydrogen bond between Asn103 and Tyr188, a
key NNIBP residue.25 Crystal structures of
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT, both unliganded and
with bound NNRTIs, should provide insight into
the mechanism of resistance caused by the
Lys103Asn mutation.

Results and Discussion
Wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant RT/NNRTI
complexes are quite similar
We have determined the structures of the
Lys103Asn mutant RT complexed with HBY 097 at
Ê resolution and with loviride at 3.0 A
Ê resol2.8 A
ution. Both complexes crystallized with the symmetry of space group C2 and the unit cell
dimensions were comparable to those of the corresponding wild-type RT/NNRTI complexes. The
binding modes of these inhibitors to Lys103Asn RT
are quite similar to those seen in the corresponding
wild-type RT/NNRTI complexes;18,22 there are
only subtle changes observed in the NNIBP region.
This would indicate that, in the bound state, both
inhibitors have similar interactions with the
Lys103Asn mutant and wild-type HIV-1 RT. Similar observations were reported recently about a
complex of Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT with efavirenz.32
Mutation from lysine to asparagine reduces the
length of the side-chain and changes the overall
charge of the binding-pocket region. Clear electron
density for the side-chain of Asn103 in the p66 and
p51 subunits in both RT/HBY 097 and RT/loviride
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complexes indicates that Asn103 is well ordered in
both subunits. This differs from the behavior of the
Tyr181Cys and Tyr188Leu in their respective drugresistant
mutant
RT/NNRTI
complex
structures;16,22 in both cases, the mutated residues
were disordered in the p66 subunit, but ordered in
the p51 subunit. In p66, the Asn side-chain at position 103 is oriented in a direction similar to that
seen for Lys103 in both the wild-type RT/loviride
and RT/HBY 097 complexes. In p51, the side-chain
orientation of Asn103 is slightly different from that
of the Lys side-chain in the wild-type structure,
possibly due to the change in the size and charge
of the amino acid in the mutant protein.
Both inhibitors bind to the mutant RT in the
well-de®ned binding pocket region adjacent to the
polymerase active site in the p66 subunit
(Figure 1(a) and (b)). Whilst loviride adopts the
commonly seen butter¯y-like geometry,17 the binding mode of HBY 097 is similar to that seen in its
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wild-type complex; this inhibitor does not have a
butter¯y-like shape in either the wild-type or
Lys103Asn mutant RT complex. The overall positions and orientations of both loviride and HBY
097 are quite similar in their complexes with
Lys103Asn mutant and wild-type HIV-1 RT. Comparison based on the superposition of all Ca positions between the wild-type HIV-1 RT/HBY 097
and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT/HBY 097 comÊ . Comparplex shows an RMS deviation of 0.86 A
a
ing the C positions in the NNIBP region gives an
Ê . Two potential hydrogen
RMS deviation of 0.57 A
bonds between HBY 097 and the main-chain atoms
Ê , and S1-N
of Lys101 (N2-O (Lys101)  2.9 A
Ê ) are present in complexes of both
(Lys101)  3.5 A
wild-type and mutant Lys103Asn RT with HBY
097. The displacements between corresponding
HBY 097 atoms in the wild-type and Lys103Asn
HIV-1 RT complexes are greatest for the relatively
¯exible side-groups of the inhibitor, while the

Figure 1. Stereoview of a superposition in the NNIBP region (based on the Ca atoms in the p66 palm subdomain)
of (a) wild-type HIV-1 RT/HBY 097 and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT/HBY 097 complexes and (b) wild-type HIV-1
RT/loviride and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT/loviride complexes, showing the similarities in the binding-pocket
region between wild-type and mutant HIV-1 RT. Wild-type HIV-1 RT is shown in gray ribbon, mutant HIV-1 RT in
red ribbon with cyan side-chains. The inhibitor complexed with wild-type HIV-1 RT is shown in green, and with
mutant HIV-1 RT in gold. The blue circle highlights the position of residue 103.
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changes of the orientation and position of the HBY
097 ring system are minimal.
Comparison between the wild-type HIV-1 RT/
loviride and the Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT/
loviride complex shows an RMS deviation of
Ê for all Ca positions and an RMS deviation
0.96 A
Ê for the Ca positions in the NNIBP region.
of 0.50 A
Possible hydrogen-bonding interactions between
loviride and the main-chain atom of Tyr188 (N8BÊ ) are present in complexes of
O (Tyr188)  2.8 A
both wild-type and mutant Lys103Asn RT with
loviride. The overall location of loviride in the
wild-type and mutant complexes are very similar,
with the maximum displacements observed in the
outermost portions of the dihalogenated ring system. Some of the differences between the loviride
wild-type and mutant complexes may be because
the wild-type structure determination used crystals
cooled to ÿ10  C18 and the Lys103Asn mutant
complex determination used ¯ash-frozen crystals
(ÿ165  C). Overall, however, both HBY 097 and
loviride interact similarly with Lys103Asn mutant
and wild-type HIV-1 RT.
A network of hydrogen bonds in the NNIBP
region of unliganded Lys103Asn mutant
HIV-1 RT
The overall structure of unliganded Lys103Asn
mutant HIV-1 RT is similar to unliganded wildtype RT.28,29 In both structures, the p66 thumb subdomain is folded into the DNA-binding cleft, and
the NNIBP does not exist in either structure
(Figure 2). A comparison based on superposition
Ê.
of all Ca atoms gives an RMS deviation of 0.69 A
Ê for the Ca atoms in
The RMS deviation is 0.44 A
the NNIBP region, indicating an overall similarity
of main-chain conformation in the binding-pocket
region between the mutant and wild-type RT.
Substitution of asparagine for lysine at position
103 leads to important differences in the structure
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of the NNIBP region between the Lys103Asn
mutant and wild-type HIV-1 RT structures without
bound NNRTIs (Figure 2). In the Lys103Asn
mutant RT structure, the long and positively
charged lysine side-chain is replaced with the relatively smaller neutral Cg-branched side-chain of
asparagine at position 103. The side-chain of
Asn103 retains an orientation similar to that of
Lys103 in the wild-type structure; the empty space
left by the substitution of Asn for the Lys103 sidechain is occupied by a water molecule (Wat3). A
key hydrogen bond is formed between the sidechain atom Nd2 of Asn103 and the side-chain phenoxyl group (OZ) of Tyr188 in the unliganded
Ê ; angle  130  ),
Lys103Asn mutant RT (d  3.1 A
which does not exist in the wild-type HIV-1 RT
structure; the observation of this hydrogen bond in
the Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT con®rms the prediction by Ren et al., which was based on molecular modeling studies of HIV-1 RT/NNRTI
complexes.25 Another hydrogen bond is observed
between the side-chain atom Nd2 of Asn103 and
the main-chain carbonyl oxygen atom of Lys101
Ê ; angle  123  ). The side-chain atom Od1
(d  3.2 A
of Asn103 forms a hydrogen bond with Wat3
Ê ; angle  117  ). A water molecule (Wat2;
(d  3.2 A
see Figure 3) is conserved in both the unliganded
wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT structures. Wat2 forms a hydrogen bond with the mainÊ)
chain carbonyl oxygen atom of Lys101 (d  3.1 A
and a weak hydrogen bond with the side-chain
Ê ). The
phenoxyl group (OZ) of Tyr188 (d  3.7 A
orientation and position of the Tyr181 side-chain
differs signi®cantly in the Lys103Asn mutant and
wild-type RT structures. Another conserved water
molecule (Wat1) in the NNIBP region forms only a
weak hydrogen bond with the amide group of
Ê ; angle  116  ) in the unliganded
Lys101 (d  3.8 A
wild-type HIV-1 RT structure. In the Lys103Asn
mutant RT structure, Wat1 also forms a hydrogen
bond with the side-chain phenoxyl group (OZ) of

Figure 2. Stereoview of a superposition of unliganded wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT in the NNIBP
region. Wild-type HIV-1 RT is shown in gray, mutant HIV-1 RT in red ribbon with cyan side-chains. The blue circle
highlights the position of residue 103.
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Figure 3. Stereoview of a SIGMAA weighted 2mFo ÿ DFc difference Fourier map showing the electron density in
the NNIBP region of p66 in the unliganded Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT structure. The phases were computed from
Ê resolution and the map was contoured at 2s. Selected hydrogen-bonding interactions are
the ®nal model at 2.7 A
indicated with broken lines.

Ê ; angle  117  ) in addition to the
Tyr181 (d  3.1 A
hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen atom of
Ê ; angle  112  ), effectively displaLys101 (d  2.8 A
cing the side-chain phenoxyl group of Tyr181
Ê . In addition, the side-chain
toward Wat2 by 2.0 A
of Lys101 has also changed position (Figure 2).
These changes may be due, in part, to the difference in the total charge in this region that results
from replacing lysine with asparagine. Conceivably, this network of hydrogen bonds would stabilize the structure of the NNIBP region (and the
closed-pocket form of the enzyme) in the
Lys103Asn mutant RT.
In both the wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant
HIV-1 RT structures, no conserved water molecules
exist in the corresponding region of p51. In wildtype HIV-1 RT, the side-chain atom Nz of Lys103
of p51 forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl
Ê;
oxygen atom of Asp172 of p51 (d  3.2 A

angle  122 ) and a salt-bridge with the sideÊ;
chain Od2 atom of Asp192 of p51 (d  3.3 A

angle  111 ). In the p51 subunit of Lys103Asn
mutant HIV-1 RT, the side-chain Nd2 atom of
Asn103 forms hydrogen bonds with the mainÊ;
chain carbonyl oxygen atoms of Gly99 (d  2.9 A
Ê;
and
Leu100
(d  2.9 A
angle  152  )
angle  126  ). However, the p51 subunit does not
contain an NNIBP and does not bind NNRTIs in
the HIV RT p66/p51 heterodimer.

Novel drug-resistance mechanism: Lys103Asn
mutation interferes with formation of the
inhibitor-binding pocket
As asserted earlier, the inhibitor-bound mutant
RT structures have conformations of the NNIBP
that are similar to the wild-type RT/NNRTI structures. This suggests that protein and inhibitors
make similar interactions in both the wild-type
and mutant RT complexes with inhibitors. Some
small changes have occurred in the position and
orientation of the bound inhibitors, and these are
most pronounced in the ¯exible side-groups of
HBY 097. Such changes are reminiscent of those
seen between wild-type and Tyr188Leu mutant
HIV-1 RT complexes with HBY 097,22 and may correlate with the speci®c variation of Lys103Asn
resistance to different NNRTIs.
Small but important changes observed between
the structures of the unliganded wild-type and
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT in the NNIBP region
may account for the broad cross-resistance of this
mutant to most NNRTIs. Earlier studies indicated
that residue 103 was located near a putative
entrance to the NNIBP and that most NNRTIs do
not make signi®cant interactions with Lys103 in
their complexes with wild-type HIV-1 RT. The present study has revealed a network of hydrogen
bonds in the NNIBP region of the unliganded
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Lys103Asn mutant RT that is not present in wildtype HIV-1 RT.
Given the differences between the structures of
the unliganded Lys103Asn mutant and wild-type
HIV-1 RT, the Lys103Asn mutant and wild-type
RT must undergo different conformational changes
during the process of drug binding. Differences in
the binding pathway would incur different energetic costs for Lys103Asn mutant and wild-type
RT, which could account for the observed drug
resistance. In particular, hydrogen bonds between
the Asn103 and Tyr188 side-chains and the Tyr181
side-chain and a water molecule (Wat2; Figure 3)
present in the Lys103Asn mutant but not in wildtype HIV-1 RT may stabilize the closed form of the
NNIBP. These hydrogen bonds must be broken
during the drug-binding process, incurring an
additional energetic cost in forming the pocket and
thereby interfering with inhibitor entry. The sidechains of Tyr181 and Tyr188 reorient during the
formation of the NNIBP during the process of
NNRTI binding, effectively ``¯ipping'' toward the
polymerase active site.15
An interpretation consistent with the available
data would be that the unbound state of
Lys103Asn mutant is more stable than that of
wild-type HIV-1 RT relative to their respective
NNRTI-bound complexes, which are expected to
have similar free energies (Figure 4). In this
mechanistic model, the Lys103Asn mutation stabilizes the unbound state of HIV-1 RT relative to
wild-type more than it affects the inhibitor-bound
form of RT. This is a different resistance mechanism from those found for the Tyr181Cys mutant16
or the Tyr188Leu mutant,22 both of which involve
loss of interactions between the protein and the
bound inhibitor.
The proposed drug-resistance mechanism represented schematically in Figure 4 implies that
HIV-1 RT containing the Lys103Asn mutation
would have a slower rate of drug binding (lower
on rate), but a similar rate of dissociation of the
NNRTI (similar off rate). A kinetic analysis showed
that the Lys103Asn mutation reduced the on rate
for nevirapine, but did not affect the rate of dissociation,33 consistent with this model. In this
novel drug-resistance mechanism, Asn103 of the
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT acts as a gatekeeper,
controlling the entrance of the drug to the NNIBP.

Implications for drug design
We have presented a new mechanism for drug
resistance that could explain the reduced susceptibility of Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT to NNRTIs.
The mutation leads to a stabilization of the closedpocket form of the enzyme, which could result in
decreased rate of drug binding to RT. This would
explain the broad spectrum of cross-resistance to
NNRTIs associated with this mutation and the
selection of Lys103Asn by many structurally unrelated NNRTIs in the clinical setting.
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Figure 4. Energy diagram for the binding of an
NNRTI to wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant RT. The
Lys103Asn mutant RT with the additional hydrogen
bonding network in the NNIBP region is assumed to be
more stable than wild-type HIV-1 RT. The relative stability of wild-type and Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT complexes with NNRTIs will depend on the inhibitor.

However, it is possible that some NNRTIs that
are relatively potent in inhibiting Lys103Asn HIV-1
RT have stabilizing interactions with Asn103 in the
drug-bound mutant complex that are not present
with Lys103 in the respective complex with wildtype HIV-1 RT. Likewise, NNRTIs that are particularly ineffective against Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT may,
in some cases, lose stabilizing interactions with
Lys103 when Lys103 is replaced with Asn. The
observed range of Lys103Asn resistance to different NNRTIs may be due, in part, to subtle variations in Lys103 or Asn103 interactions with the
bound NNRTI. These considerations suggest that
NNRTIs that can make favorable interactions with
Asn103 without compromising inhibitory activity
against wild-type HIV-1 RT could encounter less
drug resistance with the Lys103Asn mutation. The
current suggestions can be combined with the previous suggestion that inhibitor ¯exibility could be
a useful design feature for reducing drug
resistance.22

Materials and Methods
Crystallization, data collection, and
structure determination
The unliganded, loviride-bound, and HBY 097-bound
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT samples used in crystallization were prepared by methods similar to those
described previously.16 ± 18,22,28,34 The NNRTIs loviride
and HBY 097 were co-crystallized with Lys103Asn
mutant HIV-1 RT in hanging-drop vapor diffusion setups. NNRTI-containing solution (20 mM NNRTI in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and 5 % (w/v) n-octyl b-Dglucopyranoside (b-OG)) was mixed with thawed HIV-1
RT concentrate (30 mg mlÿ1 in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)
and 75 mM NaCl) in a 2:1 inhibitor:RT molar ratio. The
hanging drops were prepared by adding equal volumes
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Table 1. Summary of crystallographic data and re®nement statistics

PDB entry code
Radiation source
No. of crystals
No. of images
Temperature ( C)
Ê)
Resolution range (A
Cell parameters
Ê)
a (A
Ê)
b (A
Ê)
c (A
b (deg.)
No. of unique reflections
Completeness (%)
Rmerge (%)a
Ê)
Resolution range (A
No. of reflections
Completeness (%)
R-factorb (%)
Free R-factor (%)
No. of protein atoms
No. of water molecules
Ê 2)
Average B-factor (A
Ê)
Luzzati error (A
RMS deviations
Ê)
Bond (A
Angles (deg.)

Unliganded Lys103Asn HIV-1
RT

Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT/HBY 097
complex

Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT/loviride
complex

1HQE
CHESS (F1)
1
111
ÿ165 
50-2.7

1HQU
CHESS (F1)
2
136
ÿ165 
50-2.8

1HPZ
CHESS (F1)
1
102
ÿ165 
50-3.0

236.1
70.4
93.4
106.2
37,652
92.2 (87.6)
10.1 (37.6)

223.1
69.0
104.0
106.8
29,927
97.7 (94.2)
13.5 (37.0)

25-2.7
36,086
88.4 (73.0)
25.0 (35.9)
33.1 (38.5)
7657
182
64.8
0.42 (0.56)

223.9
68.9
103.9
106.4
35,562
94.4 (52.7)
15.3 (46.8)
Refinement statistics
25-2.8
34,254
90.9 (43.9)
24.9 (34.1)
34.5 (39.9)
7799
0
61.8
0.42 (0.58)

0.01
1.7

0.01
1.7

0.01
0.9

25-3.0
28,432
92.8 (78.8)
25.9 (34.5)
34.4 (35.6)
7799
0
63.9
0.44 (0.57)

The corresponding statistics for the highest resolution shell are listed in parentheses. The highest resolution shell for the
Ê , for the Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT/HBY 097 complex, 2.8-2.9 A
Ê , and for the Lys103Asn
unliganded Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT is 2.7-2.8 A
Ê , respectively.
HIV-1 RT/loviride complex, 3.0-3.1 A
a
Rmerge  jIobs ÿ hIij/hIi.
b
R  jjFobsj ÿ jFcaljj/jFobsj.

of the protein/inhibitor and crystallization solutions
(50 mM bis-Tris-propane, 100 mM (NH4)2SO4, 10 %
(w/v) glycerol, and 9 % (w/v) PEG 8000, pH 6.8).
Crystals were obtained by microseeding with crushed
unliganded wild-type HIV-1 RT crystals.28 Crystals used
for data collection grew to an average size of
0.1 mm  0.3 mm  0.7 mm, approximately four days
after seeding.
Diffraction datasets for the unliganded and inhibitorbound mutant HIV-1 RT complex were collected at the
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) F1
Ê ) at ÿ165  C and recorded on a
beam line (l  0.91 A
2 K  2 K CCD detector in the binned mode. Re¯ections
were indexed and intensities were integrated using
DENZO and scaled and postre®ned using SCALEPACK
in the HKL package;35,36 intensities of partial re¯ections
on abutting frames were added. Both the unliganded
and NNRTI-bound Lys103Asn mutant crystals had the
symmetry of space group C2 with cell parameters comparable to those of their respective wild-type crystal forms.18,22,28 The diffraction data statistics are summarized
in Table 1.
All three structures were solved by the molecular
replacement method using the corresponding wild-type
RT coordinates with alanine at residue 103 as the starting
models. The starting models used for solving the
NNRTI-bound Lys103Asn HIV-1 RT complexes did not
contain coordinates for the NNRTIs. Rounds of model
building were guided using both SIGMAA weighted
difference Fourier (2mFo ÿ DFc) and omit maps. The position and orientation of bound inhibitors were interpreted using SIGMAA weighted difference Fourier

(mFo ÿ DFc) maps prior to inclusion of inhibitors in the
phasing model. Structure re®nement was performed
using both conventional and torsion-constrained re®nement protocols in X-PLOR.37,38 Re®nement statistics are
listed in Table 1. A region of the SIGMAA weighted
difference Fourier (2mFo ÿ DFc) electron density in the
NNIBP region of the unliganded Lys103Asn mutant
HIV-1 RT structure is shown in Figure 3.
Protein Data Bank accession numbers
Coordinates for the unliganded Lys103Asn mutant
HIV-1 RT, and HBY 097 and loviride complexes with
Lys103Asn mutant HIV-1 RT have been deposited with
the Protein Data Bank for immediate release with the
PDB entry codes 1HQE, 1HQU, and 1HPZ, respectively.
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